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COHOMOLOGICAL LAPLACE TRANSFORM ON
NON-CONVEX CONES AND HARDY SPACES OF
∂¯-COHOMOLOGY ON NON-CONVEX TUBE DOMAINS
SIMON GINDIKIN AND HIDEYUKI ISHI
Memory of Gennadi Henkin
Abstract. We consider a class of non-convex cones V in Rn which
can be presented as (not unique) union of convex cones of some
codimension q which we call the index of non-convexity. This
class contains non-convex symmetric homogeneous cones studied
in [DAtGin93] and [FarGin96]. For these cones we consider a
construction of dual non-convex cones V ∗ and corresponding non-
convex tubes T and define a cohomological Laplace transform from
functions at V to q-dimensional cohomology of T using the lan-
guage of smoothly parameterized C˘ech cohomology. We give a
construction of Hardy space of q-dimensional cohomolgy at T .
1. Introduction
The classical Laplace transform can be considered as a specification
of Fourier transform of functions (distributions) with supports on the
positive half-line R>0 as boundary values of holomorphic functions on
the half-plane in C. There are many known Paley-Wiener type theo-
rems describing spaces of holomorphic functions on the half plane as
dual spaces of functions (distributions) on the half-line. Bochner gave
multi-dimensional analogues of these constructions for convex pointed
cones (without lines inside), see [BocMar48], [Gin92b] and [GinVol92].
More detailed constructions of function spaces are possible for convex
homogeneous cones (relative to the group of linear automorphisms),
see [Gin75] and [RosVer73].
This paper is dedicated to some generalization of these results to the
case of non-convex cones. We want to realize in non-convex case the
similar logical sequence as in convex case but at more complicated envi-
ronment. For some non-convex cones, we define dual non-convex cones
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and associated non-convex tubes. For functions (distributions) at non-
convex cones we define Laplace transforms with values in ∂¯-cohomology
at (non-convex) tubes. The principal requirement: boundary values of
this cohomology must coincide with Fourier transform of initial func-
tions (distributions).
Of course, we do not consider arbitrary non-convex cones but sup-
pose some regularity of their geometry. We want that, in a natural
sense, these cones can be built from convex cones of a fixed codimen-
sion q which we call the index of non-convexity. Let us have a cone
V in Rn with a connected boundary. The slices of V are the pointed
convex cones of minimal codimension q that are connected compo-
nents of intersections of V with subspaces. We consider slices with
orientations. One subspace can produce several slices. Apparently the
parameter space of slices can be considered as a set which is branching
over Grassmannian of (n− q)-subspaces.
If we have a cycle of slices, then the oriented union of these slices
is proportional to V with an integer coefficient which can be zero. A
cycle is called generating if its dimension is q and the coefficient of
the union is non-zero. Our basic restriction on V is the existence of a
generating cycle.
In good cases, slices at the cycle can be taken without intersections
but they do not need to be such ones since, as a result of the orienta-
tion, there is a compensation in the union of the slices. The union of
slices from a cycle is proportional to V with a coefficient which can be
zero. Non-convex cones can be homogeneous and symmetric (pseudo-
Riemannian ones). This paper prepares a work with such cones and
associated pseudo-Hermitian symmetric spaces. Let us mention two
examples: the complement to the light cone (more generally, cones re-
stricted by quadrics), and the cone of square matrices with the positive
determinant.
For functions on V , as a replacement of the Laplace transform for
non-convex case, we suggest to consider the Laplace transforms of re-
strictions of the function to slices. For each slice we consider dual
cone. Since the slices have the codimension q, the dual cones, which
are called wedges, will be direct products of a pointed cone and Rq.
We consider their union V ∗ as the dual cone to V , and wedges as its
maximal convex parts. So slices and wedges are dual convex objects
which we use for the work with non-convex cones. It is remarkable
that the homogeneous cones mentioned above are self-dual V = V ∗ (as
well as other symmetric cones) for an appropriate dot-product. Let T
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be the tube domain over the base V ∗. This tube T is q-linearly con-
cave (Gindikin-Henkin [GinHen78]). The set of tubes for wedges is a
covering of T by Stein manifolds.
Technically we do not work with the set of all slices (which are usually
difficult to describe) but with any sufficient set of slices that contains
a generating cycle of slices. For many cones, including homogeneous
ones, it is easy to see that V ∗ is independent of a choice of such subsets
of slices. Probably, it is true for a broad class of non-convex cones,
but we do not consider this natural and interesting problem, as well as
some other natural geometric questions about non-convex cones such
as, for example, whether (V ∗)∗ = V . Our aim is to develop a minimal
geometrical background sufficient for the construction of the cohomo-
logical Laplace transform in non-convex cones satisfying the connection
stated above with the Fourier transform.
Self-dual cones are pseudo-Riemannian symmetric spaces. Classical
symmetric cones (with classical groups of automorphisms) were classi-
fied by [DAtGin93]. We discussed two of them in this paper. Arbitrary
non-convex symmetric cones and their connections with Jordan alge-
bras were investigated in [FarGin96].
The object which we build — a family of holomorphic functions in
different tubes for wedges— may look unforeseeable. It turns out that
strong connections between these functions can be expressed in a stan-
dard language. So we have a non-convex tube which is covered by
convex tubes (so Stein manifolds) and holomorphic functions on them.
These functions satisfy a remarkable system of differential equations
which appeared at the integral geometry and goes back to F. John (see
[Gin92]). This system of functions can be interpreted as C˘ech cocy-
cle for this covering. Usual C˘ech conditions are oriented on coverings
with discrete parameters. However, in our case the parameter set is a
smooth manifold and it is natural to replace the equations at differ-
ences of C˘ech by differential equations. Moreover, we can transform
this object to a closed q-form on the parameter space. For each value
of the parameter, the q-form depends holomorphically on points in the
corresponding tube of the covering. It is the reason why we call this
construction the cohomological Laplace transform. Our cocycles have
a special form since functions on them are constants along maximal
planes at tubes of the covering. Such cocycles cannot be coboundaries
and as a result we have the operator not at a cocycle but at the coho-
mology. This construction of cohomological Laplace transform as well
as the cohomological language in connection with smoothly parameter-
ized C˘ech coverings goes back to [Gin92], see also [BaiEasGin05].
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Let us remark that Rn is the joint boundary of all tubes of the cov-
ering. If we consider functions from such a function space that we
can define boundary values of the Laplace transform at covering tubes,
then we have a cohomology on Rn and the integral over a generating
cycle gives the Fourier transform of original functions. So the Fourier
transform can be interpreted as boundary values of the cohomological
Laplace transform (in a spirit of hyperfunctions). This construction has
strong conceptual connections with integral geometry, specifically with
the Radon-John transform. In particular, the cohomological Laplace
transform is very close to the Radon-John transform of the Fourier
transform. Finally, we show how to transfer some Paley-Wiener theo-
rems from convex to non-convex case.
This paper is dedicated to the memory of the outstanding mathe-
matician Gennadi Henkin. He was a close friend and collaborator of
one of authors (S.G.). They discussed many times problems which are
considered at this paper.
2. Preliminary: Convex case
2.1. Convex cones and tubes. Let v be a pointed open convex cone
in the vector space Rℓτ of ℓ-dimensional row vectors τ . Let v
∗ be the
dual cone of v realized in the space Rℓr of ℓ-dimensional column vectors
r, where the coupling of τ ∈ Rℓτ and r ∈ R
ℓ
r is given by the matrix
product τr = τ1r1 + · · ·+ τℓrℓ. Namely, we define
v∗ :=
{
r ∈ Rℓr ; τr > 0 (∀τ ∈ v \ {0})
}
.
Let t = t(v∗) be the tube domain Rℓr + iv
∗ ⊂ Cℓp. Elements of t are
ℓ-dimensional column complex vectors p = r + is with r ∈ Rℓr and
s ∈ v∗.
2.2. Function spaces and Paley-Wiener theorems. Let S(Rℓτ ) de-
note the space of Schwartz functions on Rℓτ , and S
′(Rℓτ ) the dual space
of S(Rℓτ ), that is, the space of tempered distributions on R
ℓ
τ . Let
S(v) (resp. L2(v), and S ′(v)) be the subspace of S(Rℓτ ) (resp. L
2(Rℓτ )
and S ′(Rℓτ )) consisting of functions (or distributions) whose support
is contained in the closure v of the cone v ⊂ Rℓτ . Clearly we have
S(v) ⊂ L2(v) ⊂ S ′(v). We consider the Laplace transform for these
function spaces defined by
(1) Lφ(p) :=
∫
v
eiτpφ(τ) dτ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dτℓ (p ∈ t),
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where φ belongs to S(v), L2(v), or S ′(v). When φ ∈ S ′(v), the inte-
gral should be interpreted in the distribution sense, whereas Lφ is a
holomorphic function on the tube domain t eventually.
Let O(t) denote the space of holomorphic functions on t. We shall
introduce some subspaces of O(t), which will turn out to be the Laplace
images of function spaces over the cone v. Let S(t) be the space of
f ∈ O(t) satisfying
(2) sup
r+is∈t, |β|≤b
(1 + |r + is|)a
∣∣∣( ∂
∂r
)β
f(r + is)
∣∣∣ < +∞
for all a, b ∈ Z≥0. Let H(t) be the L
2-Hardy space on t, that is, the
Hilbert space of f ∈ O(t) satisfying
(3) ‖f‖2H(t) := sup
s∈v∗
∫
Rℓr
|f(r + is)|2 dr1 ∧ · · · ∧ drℓ < +∞.
Finally, let S ′(v) be the space of f ∈ O(t) satisfying
sup
r+is∈t
d(s)a|r + is|b|f(r + is)| < +∞,
for some a, b ∈ Z≥0, where
d(s) :=
{
‖s‖ if ‖s‖ < 1,
1 if ‖s‖ > 1.
We have the following Paley-Wiener type theorem.
Theorem 1. (i) A function (distribution) f ∈ S(t) (resp. H(t), S ′(t))
has a boundary value as s → 0 in the sense of S(Rℓr) (resp. L
2(Rℓr),
S(Rℓr)).
(ii) The Laplace transform gives an isomorphism from S(v) (resp. L2(v),
S ′(v)) onto S(t) (resp. H(t), S ′(t)).
(iii) One has the following commutative diagrams:
S(v)
L //
F ##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
S(t)
b

S(Rℓr),
L2(v)
L //
F $$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
H(t)
b

L2(Rℓr),
S ′(v)
L //
F $$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
S ′(t)
b

S ′(Rℓr),
where b stands for the map of taking the boundary value, and F denotes
the Fourier transform.
Let χv denote the characteristic function of the closure of the cone
v. The multiplication by χv gives a natural projection S
′(Rℓτ )→ S
′(v),
which maps L2(Rℓτ ) onto L
2(v), but the image of S(Rℓτ ) is not contained
in S(v). Instead of S(v), we may consider the quotient space S([v]) of
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S(Rℓτ ) over the space consisting of functions whose support is contained
in Rℓτ \ v. Then S
′(v) is the dual of S([v]), and we have a canonical
projection S(Rℓτ )→ S([v]).
2.3. Cauchy-Szego¨ projection. We shall introduce a specific convo-
lution operator Kv : S
′(Rℓr) → S
′(t) called the Cauchy-Szego¨ projec-
tion, which is the Fourier dual of the projection S ′(Rℓτ ) → S
′(v) men-
tioned in the previous subsection. Apparently, Kv gives left inverses of
the boundary value maps b in Theorem 1.
Let Kv := L(χv) ∈ S
′(t), and define the operator Kv by
KvF := Kv ∗ F ∈ S
′(t) (F ∈ S ′(Rℓr)),
where the convolution is interpreted in the sense of distributions. We
refer to [GinVol92] for the detailed study of convolution operators. Note
that Kv is expressed as
Kv(p) =
∫
v
eiτpdτ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dτℓ (p ∈ t),
and that, if F ∈ L2(Rℓr), we have
KvF (p) =
∫
Rℓr
Kv(p− r)F (r) dr1 ∧ · · · ∧ drℓ.
Since the multiplication by χv is just the identity operator on S
′(v)
and L2(v), we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. The operator Kv gives left inverses of the boundary value
maps b : S ′(v) → S(Rℓr) and b : H(t) → L
2(Rℓr) in Theorem 1 (iii).
Namely, one has Kv ◦ b(f) = f for f ∈ S
′(t), and KvF ∈ H(t) if
F ∈ L2(t).
3. Geometric duality for non-convex cones
3.1. Slices and wedges of a non-convex cone. Let V be an open
non-convex cone in the vector space Rnξ of n-dimensional row vectors
ξ. The index of non-convexity of the cone V is the minimum of the
codimension of a linear subspace L of Rnξ such that one of the connected
components v of the intersection L∩V is a pointed convex cone. Such
a pointed cone v of minimal codimension is called a slice of V . In what
follows, we denote by q the index of non-convexity of V , and by ℓ the
dimension of the slices of V . Clearly, q = n− ℓ.
Let Rnx be the space of n-dimensional column vectors x, which can be
regarded as the dual space of Rnξ by the coupling ξx = ξ1x1+ · · ·+ξnxn.
For a slice v ⊂ V ∩ L, the wedge V ∗(v) ⊂ Rnx dual to v is defined by
V ∗(v) := {x ∈ Rnx ; ξx > 0 (∀ ξ ∈ v \ {0})} .
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Then V ∗(v) is an open convex cone in Rnx, but it is not pointed.
We consider the space Rnξ with the orientation and the cone V with
the induced orientation. Then slices are cones with an orientation. We
consider oriented union of slices. In such union, a compensation can
appear as a result of orientation. The unions over cycles γ are the
cone V with an integral coefficient c(γ) which can be 0. A cycle γ
of dimension q is called generating if this coefficient is not equal to 0.
Under a small perturbation, a generating cycle continues to be gener-
ating. In many cases (see examples below) we can choose a generating
cycle from non-intersecting slices, but it is not necessary. And at the
perturbation, the property is not preserved.
Then we put the condition on V that there is a set of slices that
contains a generating cycle. We call a set of slices admissible if it
contains at least one generating cycle. Let us fix an admissible set, and
for this set, define V ∗ as the oriented union of V ∗(v) over the admissible
set.
In many cases including symmetric homogeneous cones, V ∗ is inde-
pendent of a choice of admissible set, whereas only the covering by
V ∗(v) will be different. We do not consider this problem.
3.2. Non-convex cones defined by quadratic forms. Let q be an
integer such that 1 ≤ q ≤ n− 1, and put ℓ := n− q. Let us define
Vq+1,ℓ−1 :=
{
ξ ∈ Rnξ ; Fq+1,ℓ−1(ξ) := ξ
2
1 + · · ·+ ξ
2
q+1 − ξ
2
q+2 − · · · − ξ
2
n > 0
}
,
which is a subset of the space Rnξ of n-dimensional row vectors as in
Subsection 3.1. Namely, Vq+1,ℓ−1 is the positivity set for the standard
quadratic form Fq+1,ℓ−1 on R
n
ξ of signature (q+1, ℓ−1). Then Vq+1,ℓ−1
is an open connected non-convex cone, which is invariant under the
linear action of SO(q + 1, ℓ − 1) given by the right-multiplication: if
ξ ∈ Vq+1,ℓ−1, then ξg ∈ Vq+1,ℓ−1 for g ∈ SO(q + 1, ℓ − 1). The cone
Vq+1,ℓ−1 is symmetric ([FarGin96, Section 2]).
Let L be a subspace of Rnξ , and (a, b) be the signature of the restric-
tion of the form Fq+1,ℓ−1 to L. Then the intersection L∩Vq+1,ℓ−1 has a
pointed connected component if and only if a = 1. Thus, the dimension
of such L is maximal if (a, b) = (1, ℓ− 1). Let S be the submanifold of
the Grassmannian consisting of ℓ-dimensional space L ⊂ Rnξ for which
the restriction Fq+1,ℓ−1|L is of signature (1, ℓ−1). Clearly S is invariant
under the action of SO(q + 1, ℓ− 1). For each L ∈ S, the intersection
L ∩ Vq+1,ℓ−1 has two connected components which are both pointed
cones, that is, slices of Vq+1,ℓ−1. Therefore the set of all slices forms a
double covering of S, and it is also SO(q + 1, ℓ− 1)-invariant.
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Define L0 :=
{
ξ ∈ Rnξ ; ξ1 = · · · = ξq = 0
}
. Then L0 ∈ S, and we
have L0 ∩ Vq+1,ℓ−1 = v0 ∪ (−v0), where v0 is the slice given by
v0 :=
{
ξ ∈ L0 ; ξq+1 > 0, ξ
2
q+1 − ξ
2
q+2 − · · · − ξ
2
n > 0
}
.
We regard SO(q + 1) as a subgroup of SO(q + 1, ℓ − 1) in a natural
way. Let γ0 be the cycle consisting of slices v0k with k ∈ SO(q + 1).
Then γ0 is q-dimensional, and it is a generating cycle of Vq+1,ℓ−1.
The wedge V ∗(v0) ⊂ R
n
x dual to v0 is described as
V ∗(v0) =
{
x ∈ Rnx ; xq+1 > 0, x
2
q+1 − x
2
q+2 − · · · − x
2
n > 0
}
,
which is linearly isomorphic to a direct product of Rq and the ℓ-
dimensional Lorentz cone. For a slice v = v0g with g ∈ SO(q+1, ℓ−1),
we have V ∗(v) = g−1V ∗(v). Therefore, for the set of all slices or any
admissible subset, the dual cone V ∗ =
⋃
v
V ∗(v) coincides with Vq+1,ℓ−1.
3.3. Non-convex cone of square matrices of positive determi-
nant. Let M(m,R) be the vector space of real m × m matrices, and
M+(m) the subset of M(m,R) consisting of X ∈ M(m,R) for which
detX > 0. We assume that m ≥ 2. Then M+(m) is an open con-
nected non-convex cone. Let Sym be the space of m × m symmetric
matrices. Then the identity component of Sym∩M+(m) containing Im
is equal to the set v0 of positive definite symmetric matrices, because
the determinant is zero on the boundary of v0. It is well known that
v0 is a pointed convex cone. Moreover, v0 is a slice of M+(m) with
codimension q := m(m− 1)/2.
Let G denote GL+(m,R). The group G×G acts on M+(m) by
(g1, g2) ·X := g1Xg
T
2 (X ∈M+(m), (g1, g2) ∈ G×G).
By this action, G × G acts on the set of slices transitively, where the
isotropy at v0 is ∆G = {(g, g) ; g ∈ G}. Then we have the convenient
parametrization of the slices as v(g) := v0g with g ∈ G. We do not
discuss further why there is no other slices.
Let γ0 be the cycle consisting of slices v(u) with u ∈ SO(m). Then
γ0 is q-dimensional (recall q = m(m−1)/2), and it is a generating cycle
of the cone M+(m). Indeed, we have M+(m) =
⊔
u∈SO(m) v(u) (disjoint
union), which follows from the polar decomposition of matrices: for
X ∈ M+(m), there exist unique Y ∈ v0 and u ∈ SO(m) for which
X = Y u.
We define the inner product on the vector spaceM(m,R) by (X|Y ) :=
tr (XY T ). The wedge V ∗(v0) ⊂ M(m,R) dual to v0 with respect to
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this inner product is described as
V ∗(v0) =
{
X ∈M(m,R) ; X +XT ∈ v0
}
=
{
Y + A ; Y ∈ v0, A = −A
T
}
.
Then V ∗(v0) is contained in M+(m), which is observed in [DAtGin93,
Section 1.5], and also shown in [FarGin96, Proposition 4.2 (i)] as a
statement for general non-convex symmetric cones in terms of Jordan
algebras. Here we give a direct proof. Take X = Y + A ∈ V ∗(v0)
with Y ∈ v0 and A = −A
T , and put H := −iA. Then Y and H are
Hermitian matrices, and Y is positive definite. We see that detX =
det(Y + iH) is non-zero by an argument of linear algebra similar to
the classical Siegel’s lemma. Namely, since there exists P ∈ GL(m,R)
for which PY P−1 = Im and PHP
−1 equals a real diagonal matrix D,
we obtain detX = det(Im + iD) 6= 0. We remark that a general form
of Siegel’s lemma is given in [FarGin96, Section 4]. Since detX is
real, we have detX > 0 by the connectedness of M+(m). Therefore
we have V ∗(v0) ⊂ M+(m). By the SO(m)-invariance of the trace
inner product, we have V ∗(v(u)) = u−1V ∗(v0) for u ∈ SO(m), so that
M+(m) =
⋃
u∈SO(m) V
∗(v(u)). Hence the dual cone V ∗ coincides with
M+(m) for the special cycle γ0 as well as the set of all slices.
3.4. Parameter space of slices. Let V ⊂ Rnξ be an open non-convex
cone, q the index of non-convexity of V , and ℓ = n−q the dimension of
the slices of V . Let us fix an admissible set of slices of V , whereas we
will work with not the set of slices but the frames of them. Accordingly,
the parameter space will be a subset of the Stiefel manifold St(ℓ, n),
that is, the set of all ℓ-frames in Rnξ . An element of St(ℓ, n) is identified
with an ℓ× n real matrix
Ξ =


ξ1
ξ2
...
ξℓ

 ∈ Mat(ℓ, n,R) (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξℓ ∈ Rnξ )
satisfying rankΞ = ℓ, where the row vectors ξ1, . . . , ξℓ form an ℓ-frame
in Rnξ .
Let Ξ(V ) ⊂ St(ℓ, n) be the set of Ξ for which the positive ℓ-hedorn
spanned by ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξℓ is contained in a slice v(Ξ) belonging to the
fixed admissible set. We call Ξ(V ) the parameter space associated to the
admissible set of slices. Using Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ), we shall introduce convenient
coordinates on the slice v(Ξ) and related dual objects.
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For Ξ ∈ St(ℓ, n) and a row vector τ ∈ Rℓτ , we have
(4) τΞ = τ1ξ
1 + · · ·+ τℓξ
ℓ ∈ Rnξ .
Let Rℓτ (Ξ) be the subspace
{
τΞ ; τ ∈ Rℓτ
}
of Rnξ . Namely, R
ℓ
τ (Ξ) is the
image of the imbedding Rℓτ ∋ τ 7→ τΞ ∈ R
n
ξ . By (4), the space R
ℓ
τ (Ξ)
is spanned by ξ1, . . . , ξℓ. The row vector τ is used as a coordinate of
Rℓτ (Ξ).
We denote by Rℓr(Ξ) the dual space of R
ℓ
τ (Ξ). The space R
ℓ
r(Ξ) is
realized as the quotient space of Rnx with (R
ℓ
τ (Ξ))
⊥. We observe
(Rℓτ (Ξ))
⊥ = {x ∈ Rnx ; τΞx = 0 (∀τ ∈ R
r
τ )}
= {x ∈ Rnx ; Ξx = 0} = KerΞ.
Thus the ℓ-dimensional column vector r = Ξx (x ∈ Rnx) gives a coordi-
nate of Rℓr(Ξ). Indeed, the coupling of τΞ ∈ R
ℓ
τ (Ξ) and r = Ξx equals
τr = τ1r1 + · · ·+ τℓrℓ.
For Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ), let v∗(Ξ) be the dual cone of v(Ξ) in the space Rℓr(Ξ).
Then
v∗(Ξ) =
{
r = Ξx ; τr > 0 (∀τΞ ∈ v(Ξ) \ {0})
}
.
Let us denote by V ∗(Ξ) the wedge dual to v(Ξ). Then
(5) V ∗(Ξ) =
{
x ∈ Rnx ; ξx > 0 (∀ξ ∈ v(Ξ) \ {0})
}
.
The relation between v∗(Ξ) and the wedge V ∗(Ξ) is given by
(6) v∗(Ξ) = {Ξx ; x ∈ V ∗(Ξ)} .
The fibers of the projection V ∗(Ξ) ∋ x 7→ Ξx ∈ v∗(Ξ) are affine spaces
in Rnx parallel to the vector space KerΞ = {x ; Ξx = 0}. In other words,
a wedge is linearly isomorphic to the direct product of a pointed convex
cone and a real vector space.
Let T and T (Ξ) be the tube domains Rnx + iV
∗ and Rnx + iV
∗(Ξ)
respectively, where Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ). Then we have T =
⋃
Ξ∈Ξ(V ) T (Ξ). In
other words, the system {T (Ξ)}Ξ∈Ξ(V ) gives a Stein covering of the tube
domain T . Let t(Ξ) be the tube Rℓr(Ξ) + iv
∗(t(Ξ)). Then we have a
projection πΞ : T (Ξ) ∋ z 7→ p = Ξz ∈ t(Ξ).
4. Cohomological Laplace transform on S(V )
Let V be a non-convex cone satisfying the conditions of Section 3
with a fixed admissible set of slices, and Ξ(V ) the corresponding set of
ℓ-frames of slices.
In this section, we define the cohomological Laplace transform Lf for
S(V ): at the beginning as a C˘ech cocycle for the covering {T (Ξ)}Ξ∈Ξ(V )
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of T . Our version of C˘ech cohomology for smoothly parameterized C˘ech
covering has a specific form in which a usual C˘ech condition of cocycle
is replaced by a system of differential equations (John system) which
appeared in integral geometry. Following conception from [Gin13], we
give an equivalent representation of the cohomology, that is, a closed
form on Ξ(V ) depending holomorphically on parameters at the tubes
T (Ξ) from the covering. We define this differential form in two ways:
as a result of a differential operator from the C˘ech cocycle, and as an
image of a direct operator from f . We define an operator of boundary
values at S(Rnx) on the space of cohomology S(T ) and find that the
boundary values of the cohomological Laplace transform coincides with
the Fourier transform of the initial function. Let us remind that it was
stated in Introduction as the principal request for the definition of
Laplace transform for non-convex case. We recall that, for f ∈ S(Rnξ ),
the Fourier transform is denoted by Ff , that is,
Ff(x) :=
∫
Rn
ξ
eiξxf(ξ)dξ1 ∧ . . . dξn (x ∈ R
n
x).
We connect the cohomological Laplace transform with the Radon-John
transform of Ff . It is connected with the reconstruction Lf through
Ff : cohomological version of the Cauchy-Szego¨ operator.
4.1. Cohomological Laplace transform (C˘ech version). Similarly
to Section 1, we denote by S(V ) (resp. L2(V )) the subspace of S(Rnξ )
(resp. L2(Rnξ )) consisting of functions whose support is contained in
the closure V of the non-convex cone V .
For f ∈ S(V ), we define
(7)
Lf(Ξ, z) :=
∫
{τ ; τΞ∈v(Ξ)}
eiτΞzf(τΞ)dτ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dτℓ
(Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ), z ∈ T (Ξ)),
which we call the cohomological Laplace transform of f . Then Lf
is the holomorphic extension of the Fourier transform of the restric-
tion of f on the slices, which depends, of course, on the choice of
ℓ-frame Ξ at the slice. Moreover, Lf(Ξ, z) is constant on affine spaces
{z ∈ Cnz ; Ξz = p} ⊂ T (Ξ) for p ∈ t(Ξ) by definition. Indeed, introduc-
ing the “small” Laplace transform
(8)
Lpf(Ξ, p) :=
∫
{τ ; τΞ∈v(Ξ)}
eiτpf(τΞ)dτ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dτℓ
(Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ), p ∈ t(Ξ)),
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we see that Lf(Ξ, ·) is the pullback of Lpf(Ξ, ·) by the projection πΞ :
T (Ξ) ∋ z 7→ p = Ξz ∈ t(Ξ). On the other hand, Lpf(Ξ, ·) ∈ S(t(Ξ))
by Theorem 1. Therefore the function Lf(Ξ, ·) on T (Ξ) belongs to
the pullback π∗ΞS(t(Ξ)) := {φ ◦ πΞ ; φ ∈ S(t(Ξ))} of the function space
S(t(Ξ)) for each Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ).
Let us consider differential equations that Lf(Ξ, z) satisfies with
respect to the variable Ξ. We call John system the following system of
differential equations for a function ψ of Ξ:
(9)
∂2
∂ξjα∂ξkβ
ψ(Ξ) =
∂2
∂ξjβ∂ξ
k
α
ψ(Ξ)
(
j, k = 1, . . . , ℓ
α, β = 1, . . . , n
)
.
Theorem 3. The cohomological Laplace transform Lf(Ξ, z) is a solu-
tion of John system with respect to Ξ.
Proof. Let U be an open subset of Ξ(V ), and define U˜ :=
⋃
Ξ∈U v(Ξ).
We assume that U is sufficiently small so that U˜ ∩ Rℓτ (Ξ) = v(Ξ) for
Ξ ∈ U , which means that Rℓτ (Ξ) 6= R
ℓ
τ (Ξ
′) for distinct Ξ,Ξ′ ∈ U .
Noting that U˜ is an open subset of Rnξ , we put fU˜(ξ) := f(ξ)χU˜(ξ).
Then, by (7) we have for Ξ ∈ U
Lf(Ξ, z) =
∫
Rℓτ
eiτΞzfU˜(τΞ)dτ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dτℓ.
Therefore,
∂2
∂ξjαξkβ
Lf(Ξ; p) =
∂2
∂ξjβξ
k
α
Lf(Ξ; p)
=
∫
Rℓτ
eiτpτjτk
(
izα +
∂
∂ξα
)(
izβ +
∂
∂ξβ
)
fU˜(τΞ) dτ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dτℓ,
which verifies the statement. 
Remark 1. At this situation, it is possible to prove that the John system
is equivalent to C˘ech condition on cocycles.
Let us consider a special class of solutions F (Ξ, z) of John system
with respect to Ξ with a holomorphic parameter z ∈ T (Ξ). We assume
that F (Ξ, ·) belongs to π∗ΞS(t(Ξ)) for each Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ). In other words,
there exists a function φ(Ξ, p) (p ∈ t(Ξ)) such that φ(Ξ, ·) ∈ S(t(Ξ))
and F (Ξ, z) = φ(Ξ,Ξz) for each Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ). We define S(T ) to be the
space of F such that φ(Ξ, ·) lies at S(t(Ξ)) uniformly for Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ),
which means that the left-hand side of (2) with f = φ(Ξ, ·) and t = t(Ξ)
is bounded by a constant independent of Ξ.
Theorem 4. The cohomological Laplace transform gives an isomor-
phism from S(V ) onto S(T ).
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From the argument preceding Theorem 4, we see that the image of
cohomological Laplace transform of S(V ) is contained in S(T ). The
converse inclusion will be shown later (Theorem 8 (ii)).
Remark 2. Of course we can inverse F (Ξ, z) in Theorem 4 for each
Ξ and obtain a function f(Ξ; ξ) on slices v(Ξ). We need to verify a
compatibility that all these functions are independent of Ξ and are
restrictions of one function f(ξ) to v(Ξ).
So we realize Lf as special C˘ech cocycles for the covering {T (Ξ)}.
4.2. Realization of cohomological Laplace transform by a closed
form on the parameter space with holomorphic parameters.
In this subsection, we give the form of cohomological Laplace transform
using another language for the representation of ∂¯-cohomology at T :
closed differential form ψ(z; Ξ, dΞ) on the parameter space Ξ(V ) of the
covering {T (Ξ)} by tubes, where ψ(z; Ξ, dΞ) depends on the parameter
z ∈ T (Ξ) holomorphically for each Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ) (cf. [BaiEasGin05]). To
obtain such form-transform L˜f , we integrate the form-integrand at the
Fourier transform of f on different infinitesimal neighbourhoods of the
slice v(Ξ). The result is a q-form on transversal variables Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ).
Technically it is the direct image. Namely, introducing the map
(10) Φ : Rℓτ × Ξ(V ) ∋ (τ,Ξ) 7→ τΞ ∈ R
n
ξ ,
we define
(11)
L˜f(z; Ξ, dΞ) :=
∫
{τ ; τΞ∈v(Ξ)}
Φ∗(eiξzf(ξ) dξ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dξn)
(Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ), z ∈ T (Ξ)),
which we call the cohomological Laplace form-transform of f . Since we
take the direct image of the closed form Φ∗(eiξzf(ξ) dξ1∧ · · ·∧ dξn), we
obtain the following.
Proposition 1. The cohomological Laplace form-transform L˜f is a
closed form on Ξ(V ) with parameters z.
Remark 3. (i) Domains of parameters z are different for different Ξ,
but the notion of closedness of such forms is well-defined.
(ii) Let us suppose that for every z ∈ T the set
Ξ(z) := {Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ) ; z ∈ T (Ξ)}
is contractible. In this situation, complex of forms such as ψ(z; Ξ, dΞ)
and the corresponding cohomology are considered in [BaiEasGin05]. In
that paper, it is proved under the contractibility condition that such
cohomology is isomorphic to Dolbeault cohomology. It justifies the
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name “cohomology” for our transform. Let us remind this construc-
tion. Consider the projection (Ξ, z) 7→ z, z ∈ T (Ξ). Then Ξ(z) are
fibers of this projection. Let us fix any global section Γ of this fiber-
ing over T . The condition of contractibility guaranties the existence of
Γ. Restrict forms ψ on Γ and consider them as forms on T and take
their (0, q)-parts which will be ∂¯-closed. We have the operator at Dol-
beault cohomology H(0,q)(T,O), and can realize cohomological Laplace
transform at Doulbeault picture.
4.3. Connections between two cohomological Laplace trans-
forms. In this subsection, we shall investigate a connection between
two Laplace transforms Lf(Ξ, z) and L˜f(z; Ξ, dΞ). For this, we utilize
determinants of matrices containing rows of 1-forms, where we apply
exterior product in the multiplication, and expand the determinant
from top to bottom (cf. [Gin13]). Then the same row can repeat sev-
eral times in a non-zero determinant. The notation a{k} means that
the row a repeats k times. For instance, writing dξ for the row vector
(dξ1, dξ2, . . . , dξn) whose entries are 1-forms on the vector space R
n
ξ , we
have
dξ1 ∧ dξ2 ∧ · · · ∧ dξn =
1
n!
det(dξ{n}).
Now we consider the n-form
Φ∗(eiξzf(ξ) dξ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dξn) = (n!)
−1eiτΞzf(τΞ) det((Φ∗dξ){n}).
By (10), we have
Φ∗dξ =
ℓ∑
j=1
(ξjdτj + τjdξ
j),
where
ξjdτj = (ξ
j
1dτj, ξ
j
2dτj, . . . , ξ
j
ndτj),
τjdξ
j = (τjdξ
j
1, τjdξ
j
2, . . . , τjdξ
j
n).
By a combinatorial argument, we have
1
n!
det((Φ∗dξ){n})
=
1
ℓ!(n− ℓ)!
dτ1 ∧ dτ2 ∧ · · · ∧ dτℓ ∧ det
[
Ξ
(
∑ℓ
j=1 τjdξ
j){n−ℓ}
]
+ (lower terms of dτj’s).
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Thus, recalling q = n− ℓ, we have by (11)
(12)
L˜f(z; Ξ, dΞ)
=
1
ℓ!q!
∫
{τ ; τΞ∈v(Ξ)}
eiτΞzf(τΞ) dτ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dτℓ ∧ det
[
Ξ
(
∑ℓ
j=1 τjdξ
j){q}
]
.
On the other hand, we observe that
(13) det
[
Ξ
(
∑ℓ
j=1 τjdξ
j){q}
]
=
∑
m=(m1,...,mℓ)
|m|=q
q!
m1! . . .mℓ!
τm det
[
Ξ
dΞ[m]
]
,
where |m| := m1 + · · ·+mℓ, τ
m := τm11 . . . τ
mℓ
ℓ , and dΞ
[m] denotes the
q × n matrix whose first m1-rows are dξ
1, the next m2-rows are dξ
2,...
and so on. We put
λm(Ξ, dΞ) :=
1
ℓ!m1! . . .mℓ!
det
[
Ξ
dΞ[m]
]
.
Then (12) is rewritten as
(14)
L˜f(z; Ξ, dΞ)
=
∑
|m|=q
{∫
{τ ; τΞ∈v(Ξ)}
eiτΞzf(τΞ)τmdτ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dτℓ
}
λm(Ξ, dΞ),
which together with (8) yields
(15) L˜f(z; Ξ, dΞ) =
∑
|m|=q
(1
i
∂
∂p
)m
Lpf(Ξ, p)|p=Ξzλm(Ξ, dΞ),
where (1
i
∂
∂p
)m =
∏ℓ
j=1(
1
i
∂
∂pj
)mj .
Let F (Ξ, z) ∈ S(T ). Then there exists a function φ(Ξ, p) such that
φ(Ξ, ·) ∈ S(t(Ξ)) and F (Ξ, z) = φ(Ξ,Ξz) for z ∈ T (Ξ). Let κ denote
the differential operator defined on S(T ) by
(16)
κF (Ξ, z) :=
1
ℓ!q!
det
[
Ξ
(
∑ℓ
j=1(
1
i
∂
∂pj
)⊗ dξj){q}
]
φ(Ξ, p)|p=Ξz
=
∑
|m|=q
(1
i
∂
∂p
)m
φ(Ξ, p)|p=Ξzλm(Ξ; dΞ).
Concluding the argument above, we get the following formula connect-
ing two Laplace transforms.
Theorem 5. For f ∈ S(V ), one has
L˜f(z; Ξ, dΞ) = κLf(Ξ, z) (Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ), z ∈ T (Ξ)).
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Let S˜(T ) be the set of q-forms of the form
ψ(z; Ξ, dΞ) =
∑
|m|=q
ψm(Ξ, z)λm(Ξ; dΞ)
which is closed as a form on Ξ(V ) such that ψm(Ξ, ·) ∈ π
∗
ΞS(t(Ξ)) for
all m and Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ). Since John system for F in (16) is equivalent to
the closedness of κF (see [Gin98, Page 82]), we obtain the following.
Theorem 6. The image κS(T ) lies in S˜(T ), and one has the following
commutative diagram:
S(V )
L //
L˜ ##●
●●
●●
●●
●
S(T )
κ

S˜(T ).
Remark 4. It is possible to prove that κ is isomorphism.
4.4. Connection between cohomological Laplace transform and
Fourier transform. Let ψ(z; Ξ, dΞ) =
∑
m ψm(Ξ, z)λm(Ξ; dΞ) be a q-
form belonging to S˜(T ). Since x ∈ Rnx belongs to the boundary of T (Ξ)
for any Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ), and since ψm(Ξ, z) ∈ π
∗
ΞS(t(Ξ)), the boundary value
ψ(x; Ξ, dΞ) is well-defined by Theorem 1. Now we assume a condition
on V that the homology group of generating cycles is one dimensional.
Let γ be a generating cycle in Ξ(V ). By definition, there exists a
non-zero integer c(γ) such that for any n-form η(ξ, dξ) on V ,
(17)
∫
γ
∫
{τ ; τΞ∈v(Ξ)}
Φ∗η = c(γ)
∫
V
η
holds. We define the boundary value map b from S˜(T ) into C∞(Rnx) by
bψ(x) :=
1
c(γ)
∫
γ
ψ(x; Ξ, dΞ) (x ∈ Rnx).
Theorem 7. One has Ff = b ◦ L˜f for f ∈ S(V ).
Proof. Substituting η(ξ, dξ) = eiξxf(ξ) dξ1∧· · ·∧dξn to (17), we obtain
by (11) for x ∈ Rnx∫
γ
L˜f(x; Ξ, dΞ) =
∫
γ
∫
{τ ; τΞ∈v(Ξ)}
Φ∗(eiξxf(ξ) dξ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dξn)
= c(γ)
∫
V
eiξxf(ξ) dξ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dξn
= c(γ)Ff(x),
which implies the statement. 
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Remark 5. At the image of cohomological Laplace transform, we have
not all cohomology but just classes which are characterized by special
closed forms. We do not give here an invariant description. Let us only
mention that their decomposition on λm means that, in the projection
on the Grassmannian, they are orthogonal to all Schubert cells but
Euler’s one. The property to be constant on affine spaces {z ; Ξz = p}
means that integrals of cohomology along these planes are finite.
4.5. Radon-John transform and Cauchy-Szego¨ projection. We
have constructed the chain of transforms
S(V )
L //
L˜
22S(T )
κ // S˜(T )
b // S(Rnx) , f 7→ Lf 7→ L˜f 7→ Ff.
Now we want inverse this sequence using the Radon-John transform.
For F (x) ∈ S(Rnx), the Radon-John transform JF (Ξ, r) is defined as
a function on St(ℓ, n)× Rℓr given by the integration of F (x) along the
affine space {x ∈ Rnx ; Ξx = r}. The precise definition is as follows. For
Ξ ∈ St(ℓ, n), let ξjdx denote the linear form
∑n
α=1 ξ
j
αdxα, which is a
matrix product of the row vector ξj and the column vector dx. Then∧
1≤j≤l ξ
jdx is an ℓ-form on Rnx. Let us define
(18) JF (Ξ, r) :=
∫
{x ; Ξx=r}
F (x)
( ∧
1≤j≤l
ξjdx
)
⌋dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn
([Gin98, Lecture 2, (1)’] and [Gin13, (18)]), where (
∧
1≤j≤l ξ
jdx)⌋dx1 ∧
· · · ∧ dxn stands for any q-form η on R
n
x for which( ∧
1≤j≤l
ξjdx
)
∧ η = dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn.
Such η is not unique, while the restriction of η to the affine space
{x ; Ξx = r} always coincides. One can show the following.
Lemma 1. Let f ∈ S(Rnξ ). Then, for any Ξ ∈ St(ℓ, n), the restriction
of f to Rℓτ (Ξ) and the Radon-John transform of F = Ff are connected
by “small” Fourier transform τ → r, that is,
(19) JF (Ξ, r) = (2π)n−ℓ
∫
Rℓτ
eiτrf(τΞ) dτ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dτℓ.
If our intersection of the cone with Rℓτ (Ξ) would coincide with the
slice, then the holomorphic extension of Radon-John transform of Ff
would coincide with Lf . It explains why John system describes the
image of the cohomological Laplace transform (cf. the localization of
the slice at the proof of Theorem 3).
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Since the slice is only one component of the intersection in general,
we need to apply to the Radon-John transform the convolution dual to
the multiplication on the characteristic function of the slice – Cauchy-
Szego¨ projection.
Let F ∈ S(Rnx). For each Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ), we regard JF (Ξ, r) as a
function of r ∈ Rℓr(Ξ), and consider the Cauchy-Szego¨ projection of
JF (Ξ, r) with respect to the tube t(Ξ) = Rℓr(Ξ)+iv
∗(Ξ) as in Section 1:
Kv(Ξ)(JF )(Ξ, p) := Kv(Ξ) ∗ (JF )(Ξ, p) (p ∈ t(Ξ)).
We define the Cauchy-Szego¨ projection KTF with respect to the non-
convex tube T by
(20)
KTF (Ξ, z) := (2π)
−qKv(Ξ)(JF )(Ξ, p)|p=Ξz (Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ), z ∈ T (Ξ)).
Theorem 8. (i) For f ∈ S(V ), one has Lf = KT ◦ Ff .
(ii) The spaces S(V ) and S(T ) are isomorphic.
Proof. (i) Let F = Ff . We see from (19) that
Kv(Ξ)(JF )(Ξ, p) = (2π)
q
∫
Rℓτ
eiτpχv(Ξ)(τΞ)f(τΞ) dτ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dτℓ
= (2π)q
∫
{τ ; τΞ∈v(Ξ)}
eiτpf(τΞ) dτ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dτℓ.
Therefore, in view of (20) we obtain KTF (Ξ, z) = Lf(Ξ, z).
(ii) For any ψ(Ξ, z) ∈ S(T ), we see that F = b(κψ) ∈ S(Rnx) is well-
defined. Let f = F−1F . We need to prove that Lf = ψ. Let us fix
a generating cycle γ and compare the representations of F as Fourier
transform and through ψ for this cycle. Then one can be obtained
from another by the change of variables ξ → (Ξ, τ) and the integrands
coincide almost everywhere. Therefore we have ψ = Lf on γ and we
can do it for any cycle. 
Now Theorem 4 follows from Theorem 8. Let us draw a diagram for
all spaces and operators introduced in this section:
(21)
S(T )
κ{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
S(V )
L
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦ L˜ //
F
))❙❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙
S˜(T )
b
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
(Image of Radon-John transform)
Kv(Ξ)
jj❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚
S(Rnx)
KT
OO
J
44❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
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Remark 6. Using the similar construction, we can define the cohomo-
logical space S ′(T ) and the operator of boundary values b : S ′(T ) →
S ′(Rnx). However we cannot add it by a cohomological Laplace trans-
form since for this we need to restrict distributions on slices or define
Radon-John transform on S ′, which requests special justifications.
5. Cohomological Hardy space at non-convex tube T
In Section 4, we have defined the isomorphic spaces of cohomology,
S(T ) and S˜(T ), which are isomorphic images of S(V ) by the cohomo-
logical Laplace transforms. In this section, we want to define cohomo-
logical analogue of Hardy norm on S(T ), and give L2-version of the
cohomological Laplace transform.
Similarly to π∗ΞS(t(Ξ)) for Ξ ∈ Ξ(V ), let π
∗
ΞH(t(Ξ)) denote the func-
tion space {φ ◦ πΞ ; φ ∈ H(t(Ξ))} over T (Ξ). The inner product on
π∗ΞH(t(Ξ)) is defined by(
ψ1, ψ2
)
π∗ΞH(t(Ξ))
:=
(
φ1, φ2
)
H(t(Ξ))
(ψj := φj ◦ πΞ, φj ∈ H(t(Ξ)), j = 1, 2).
Let F (Ξ, z) be a function belonging to S(T ). Noting that F (Ξ, · ) ∈
π∗ΞS(t(Ξ)) ⊂ π
∗
ΞH(t(Ξ)), we define a q-form |F |
2(Ξ, dΞ) on the param-
eter set Ξ(V ) by
(22) |F |2(Ξ, dΞ) :=
(
F (Ξ, ·) , κF (· ; Ξ, dΞ)
)
π∗ΞH(t(Ξ))
(Ξ ∈ Ξ(V )),
which we call the prenorm-form of F .
Lemma 2. For F ∈ S(T ), the prenorm-form |F |2(Ξ, dΞ) is a closed
form on Ξ(V ), and the quantity ‖F‖2 := 1
c(γ)
∫
γ
|F |2(Ξ, dΞ) is indepen-
dent of a choice of a generating cycle γ.
Proof. Thanks to Theorem 4, we can take f ∈ S(V ) for which F = Ff .
By the Plancherel formula, we have
(
Lpf(Ξ, ·),
(1
i
∂
∂p
)m
Lpf(Ξ, ·)
)
H(t(Ξ))
= (2π)ℓ
∫
{τ ; τΞ∈v(Ξ)}
|f(τΞ)|2τm dτ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dτℓ.
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Thus, by the argument similar to (12), we get
|F |2(Ξ, dΞ)
=
∑
|m|=q
(2π)ℓ
(∫
{τ ; τΞ∈v(Ξ)}
|f(τΞ)|2τm dτ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dτℓ
)
λm(Ξ; dΞ)
=
(2π)ℓ
ℓ!(n− ℓ)!
∫
{τ ; τΞ∈v(Ξ)}
|f(τΞ)|2 dτ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dτℓ ∧ det
[
Ξ
(
∑ℓ
j=1 τjdξ
j){q}
]
= (2π)ℓ
∫
{τ ; τΞ∈v(Ξ)}
Φ∗(|f(ξ)|2dξ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dξn).
Therefore |F |2(Ξ, dΞ) is the direct image of the closed n-form Φ∗(|f(ξ)|2dξ1∧
· · ·∧ dξn), so that |F |
2(Ξ, dΞ) is closed. On the other hand, by (17) we
have
(23)
‖F‖2 =
(2π)ℓ
c(γ)
∫
γ
∫
{τ ; τΞ∈v(Ξ)}
Φ∗(|f(ξ)|2dξ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dξn)
= (2π)ℓ
∫
V
|f(ξ)|2 dξ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dξn.
Therefore ‖F‖2 is independent of the choice of a generating cycle γ. 
Let us call ‖F‖ the cohomological Hardy norm on S(T ). Thanks to
(23), we obtain the following.
Theorem 9. One has an isometric isomorphism
S(V ) ∋ f 7→ (2π)−ℓ/2Lf ∈ S(T )
with respect to the L2-norm and the cohomological Hardy norm.
Let H(T ) be the completion of S(T ) with respect to the cohomolog-
ical Hardy norm. We call H(T ) the cohomological Hardy space over T .
Theorem 9 together with the diagram (21) tells us that the map b ◦ κ :
S(T ) → S(Rnx) and the Cauchy-Szego¨ projection KT : S(R
n
x) → S(T )
are isometries up to scalar multiple. These operators are extended
continuously to the boundary value map H(T ) → L2(Rnx) and the L
2
Cauchy-Szego¨ projection L2(Rnx) → H(T ) respectively. They are iso-
metric up to scalar multiple again, and the L2 Cauchy-Szego¨ projection
is a left inverse of the boundary value map.
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